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------------------- RdocEx is an application that integrates documents and running programs into your RStudio session.
RdocEx Installation: --------------------- 1. Add the RdocEx package using your preferred method (install.packages()) 2.
Navigate to RdocEx within your RStudio server (i.e., select R from the Applications menu) 3. You will see a grey box
open in the top right corner of the editor. Click on the grey box and choose RdocEx. 4. Enter a prefix for RdocEx's
packages (e.g., rdocex) and a package name (e.g., rdocex). 5. The application will open into RStudio and a Recent
Documents menu will appear in the top right hand corner. 6. You can now use the commands under the menu: / -
The documentation is opened in your default browser. To open the documentation in your default browser, you
must first add the package to your RStudio server using the official install.packages method. -s - Opens the
documentation of a specific package in your default browser. Tutorials: --------- Learn how to use RdocEx with the R
docex tutorial. Documentation for the RdocEx package: ------------------------------------ See the RdocEx package
vignette: IRC: --- The RdocEx application is used by the R open-source community to share packages, tools, and
workflows. There is an online IRC channel for this application, ##rdocex. Users are welcome to chat, ask questions,
and give suggestions for package ideas. Contributing: -------------- If you are interested in helping create new
features or documentation, please visit: b7e8fdf5c8
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RdocEx is a shell add-on for any version of R, and works on Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows. It is available for
Fedora, RHEL, CentOS, Scientific Linux, JBoss, Ubuntu, openSUSE, Fedora Core, SuseStudio, Debian, UbuntuStudio,
Mandriva, Debian, OpenBSD, and many more. How RdocEx works: This add-on was written as a shell add-on. No
configuration file is needed. To use this add-on you simply need to run the commands: To install the add-on: sudo
yum install rdocex To uninstall the add-on: sudo yum remove rdocex To see the commands available to you: Here
are some example commands to add to your R Command Window: To see all of the examples, type: ?RdocEx To
use the r_index command: R_index A: Not exactly an add-on, but if you are referring to "recent documents", it's
located in the menu "Recent Documents" and found by pressing "t". Latest News Ron Rothstein, Montreal
Canadiens president of hockey operations, and Marc Bergevin, general manager, were asked about the home-and-
home series with the New York Rangers last week in Montreal. The Canadiens can't afford to be flat against the
Rangers' vaunted power play, Bergevin said. "I don't think there's a more efficient power play in the league," he
said. "If you look at their ranks, they're higher than ours. There's probably only three or four teams that have a
better power play than them. "Our power play is coming along nicely, the coaching staff is working really hard on
it. They're doing a great job on practice. The young guys are being given an opportunity and more experience on
the penalty kill. We're looking pretty good at the end of the year." After the Canadiens beat the Rangers 6-1 at Bell
Centre on Feb. 19, Bergevin was asked if the power play would be the focus of a meeting with the coaches in
Montreal. "Maybe next week," he said. "Maybe after that game." While the power play could be a focus, Bergevin
was also asked about his impression of Rangers winger Rick Nash. "

What's New in the?

-------------------- RdocEx is an experimental personal document manager. This has been developed for the purpose
of being integrated into a virtual desktop environment. Documents are usually stored within a virtual desktop
folder. The 'Recent Documents' menu provides a convenient way to access the documents stored within the virtual
desktop. RdocEx is a command line application so there is no need to download and install any software. This is an
early version so the name is likely to change. Feedback is very welcome. It is written in Ruby - see Rdoc/License for
details. Features: ---------- * One line command * Add documents as shortcuts to the Recent Documents menu (see
'RdocEx Description' for more details) * Files are added to your virtual desktop folder. * Documents are stored in
the virtual desktop folder and added to the Recent Documents menu * Documents are added directly to the Recent
Documents menu (see 'RdocEx Description' for more details) Usage: ------- RdocEx can be run at the command line
as: RdocEx [--help] [--version] [--copyright] It is installed in a sub-folder beneath the current working directory.
Sample Output: ------------------------------- RdocEx: Good morning. RdocEx: This program is being run as a shell add-
on. RdocEx: RdocEx version 0.1 RdocEx: RdocEx: Copyright (c) 2010. Jason Guthrie. RdocEx: RdocEx:
rdocrex@cs.wisc.edu RdocEx: RdocEx: RdocEx: added document: doc1 RdocEx: RdocEx: [1] RdocEx version 0.1
RdocEx: RdocEx: RdocEx: added document: doc2 RdocEx: RdocEx: [2] RdocEx version 0.1 RdocEx: RdocEx:
RdocEx: Shell add-on information for Windows. RdocEx: RdocEx: Licence for this program is available at: RdocEx:
RdocEx: RdocEx: RdocEx: Add the path to the location of your RDoc
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System Requirements For RdocEx:

Supported systems include but are not limited to Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, PC, and Mac. Support: The majority of
our products are intended to work on a variety of operating systems. Support for the OS/brand you are using is
limited. We cannot guarantee the supported versions for each OS. Please confirm that the game is compatible with
your system before purchasing it. Operating system requirements: The majority of our products are intended to
work on a variety of operating systems. Support for the OS/brand you are using is limited. We cannot guarantee
the supported versions for each OS
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